Abstract. We present calculations of energy levels, photoionization cross sections and dipole allowed transition probabilities for singly ionized nickel. The computations were carried out in the close coupling approximation using the R-matrix method including 49 LS terms with multiplicity (2S + 1) = 1, 3, and 5 of the target ion Ni III. We calculated 836 LS states, 561 of which are bound, with principal quantum number n ≤ 10 and angular momentum L ≤ 7. The results also include dipole oscillator strengths for 23 738 LS transitions, and photoionization cross sections with detailed resonance structures for all bound states. The f -values and radiative lifetimes agree well with available experimental measurements. However, the present f -values disagree considerably from previous computations by Kurucz and coworkers which are currently used in Ni II abundance determination of the ISM. In particular, the Kurucz f -values for transitions from the Ni II ground state seem to be overestimated by factors of two to three thus, nickel may be less depleted in ISM than previously estimated. The photoionization cross section for the 3d 9 2 D ground state of Ni II exhibits near threshold packs of resonances that rise over the background cross section by several orders of magnitude.
Introduction
Accurate atomic data for iron and other iron group elements is of major importance in astrophysics. Among these elements, nickel is the second most abundant element after iron. Then, reliable modeling of the spectra of this element and determination of its abundance have direct implications on our understanding of the chemical evolution of the universe. In particular, singly ionized nickel is often detected in studies of absorption lines in the diffuse ISM. Ni II is also a common source of emission lines in the spectra of H II regions, novae, supernovae, and supernova remnants. Despite of the importance of nickel in astrophysics very few studies of the atomic data for this element have ever been carried out. Consequently, there are at present great uncertainties on the gas phase abundances of nickel which reach up to orders of magnitude (e.g. Haas et al. 1996; Oliva et al. 1988; Henry & Fesen 1988) .
The IRON Project is an international collaboration devoted to the computation of accurate atomic data for iron peak elements (Hummer et al. 1993) . A complete list of papers including those in press can be found at http://www.am.qub.uk/projects/iron/papers/, where abstracts are also given for each paper. In the present paper we report extensive radiative data for Ni II. The data sets include multiplet energy levels, dipole allowed transition probabilities, and total and partial photoionization cross sections including detailed resonance structures.
Target expansion
In the close coupling (CC) approximation the total wave function of the electron-ion system is represented as
where χ i is the target ion wave function in a specific state S i L i , θ i is the wave function for the free electron, and Φ j are short range correlation functions for the bound (e + ion) system. Accurate CC calculations of atomic processes require, first of all, a good representation of the target ion. For complex ions an accurate representation must include a large number of correlation configurations. However, in order for the computations to be computationally tractable, the configuration expansion must be carefully and economically chosen. The CC expansion for this calculation includes 49 LS terms of the target ion Ni III. The atomic structure code SUPERSTRUCTURE (Eissner et al. 1974; Eissner 1991) was used to compute eigenfunctions for the target states dominated by the configurations 3d 8 , 3d 7 4s, and 3d 7 4p. Table 1 presents the complete list of states included in the target, as well as a comparison between the calculated target term energies and the observed energies, averaged over the fine structure, taken from Sugar & Corliss (1985) . The agreement between the energies is good; in all but the lowest five terms the agreement with the experimental values is better than 9%. The overall agreement is approximately 5%. Another indicator of the accuracy of the target representation is the good agreement between the length and the velocity oscillator strengths (f -values), which for the present case is typically 10 − 20%.
Radiative calculations
The present calculations were carried out in LS coupling, since it is expected relativistic effects in photoionizing the low ionization stages of iron peak elements should be small. Although they might be significant for some transitions, it would be impractical at this stage to carry through a large-scale relativistic calculation involving a number of channels several times larger than the already huge value used in the LS coupling case. Also, the inclusion of fine structure has only a marginal effect on the calculation of the Rosseland or the Planck mean opacities (Seaton et al. 1994) .
The second summation in the CC expansion (Eq. (1) represents short range correlation functions. These functions are very important in obtaining accurate (e + ion) 
wavefunctions, but may cause pseudoresonances, particularly if the two summations in Eq. (1) are inconsistent (Berrington et al. 1987 ). The present calculation includes all the configurations that result by adding an electron to the target configurations.
The whole calculation was divided into three groups of total (e + ion) symmetries SLπ according to their multiplicity, i.e. (2S + 1) = 2, 4, and 6. For each multiplicity we consider total angular momenta L = 0 − 7, for both parities.
Results
The results for the energy levels, oscillator strengths, and total and partial photoionization cross sections are described in the following sections.
Energy levels of Ni II
The calculations begin with the energies of 836 LS terms of Ni II corresponding to all possible bound states with principal quantum number n ≤ 10. Table 2 shows some comparisons between the computed energies and experimental values from Sugar & Corliss (1985) . The energies obtained in the present work agree with the experimental values typically within 2% throughout the entire data set with the only exception of the equivalent electron states of the form 3d 7 4s 2 . For these states, the calculated energies differ from experiment by about 6%. It is also found that near the Ni II ionization limit, where the density of states is large, there are numerous mismatches between the identification of states in the Sugar & Corliss compilation and the present results. The present level identifications are based on both percentage channel contributions and quantum defects and they do seem to be secure. Thus, more experimental work on the detection and proper identification of highly excited state is needed.
Oscillator strengths
Dipole oscillator strengths (f -values) for 23 738 transitions among the calculated states of Ni II were obtained in LS coupling. This set includes transitions for which the lower state lies below the first ionization threshold and the upper state lies above. These transitions can be important in opacity calculations because they contribute to the total photo-absorption, but do not appear as resonances in the photoionization cross sections (strictly speaking, the upper bound state does autoionize if departure from LS coupling is considered and fine structure continua are explicitly allowed).
Comparison of length and velocity oscillator strengths provides a systematic consistency check on the accuracy of the wavefunctions and, therefore, on the reliability of the f -values. In Fig. 1 we plot log(gf V ) vs. log(gf L ). We have included all the symmetries since each exhibits roughly the same dispersion. The dispersion between length and velocity values is ∼ 9% for gf -values greater than unity and ∼ 12% for gf -values greater than 0.1. The first experimental determination of Ni II f -values in the VUV was recently reported by Fedchak & Lawler (1999) . While this work awaits publication all determinations of Ni II abundance from absorption lines in the diffuse ISM (e.g. Morton 1991; Zsargó & Federman 1998) have been based on theoretical data by Kurucz & Peytremann (1975) and Kurucz & Bell (1995) . Table 3 presents a comparison of the present f -values with the experimental data from Fedchak & Lawler (1999) , the recommended values by Fuhr et al. (1988) , and those from semiempirical computations of Kurucz & Bell (1995) . Notice the recommended data by Fuhr et al. is mostly based on the values of Kurucz & Peytremann adjusted such as the radiative lifetime of the levels agreed with a few experimental measurements. Table 4 9 2 D ground state of Ni II. For these the Kurucz & Bell f -values seem to be overestimated by factors of two to four. These transitions are also the ones commonly observed from spectra of the ISM; furthermore, the gas phase abundance of nickel in the ISM maybe higher than previously estimated.
The good agreement between length and velocity f -values and the agreement for both absolute f -values and level lifetimes with experimental determinations suggests that the overall uncertainty for such transitions should be near 10%. However, weaker transitions are likely to have greater uncertainties. For weak transitions relativistic effects, not included here, may be important. Similarly, algebraic splitting of the present f -values in LS coupling into fine structure f -values would lead to large errors for relativistic effects are quite important at the fine structure level in Ni II.
Photoionization cross sections
Photoionization cross sections were calculated for all bound states. These cross sections include detailed autoionization resonances. Figure 2 shows the photoionization cross section of the (3d 9 2 D) ground state of Ni II. In the same figure we have plotted the results of Verner et al. (1993) and Reilman & Manson (1979) , both using central field type approximations. One interesting feature in the present cross section is the packs of large resonances between 1.75 and 2 Ryd that rise several orders of magnitude above the background. These resonances result from the coupling of the ground state (3d 8 1 D) with the excited state of the form (3d 7 4s) of the Ni III target. The failure of other authors to obtain resonance structures in the cross sections is due to the absence of the relevant electron correlations in those calculations. This is always the case for the central field approximations. Figure 3 shows the photoionization cross sections for a few excited states of Ni II.
In addition to the total photoionization cross sections we obtained also partial cross sections for photoionization going into each of the states of the target ion. These cross sections are needed for the computation of recombination rates (Nahar & Pradhan 1995) and in constructing non-LTE spectral models where it may be important to determine accurately the populations of excited levels of the residual ion following photoionization. Figure 4 presents these partial cross sections for the Ni II ground state going into into the lowest six levels of Ni III.
Conclusion
Extensive radiative calculations for Ni II are presented which are expected to be applicable to a variety of astrophysical problems such as the calculation of improved opacities, non-LTE models, and spectroscopic interpretation of Ni II spectra. The present calculations include a large number of target terms and therefore exhibit resonance structures absent from previous calculations. Also presented are oscillator strengths for 23 738 dipole allowed transitions among the terms in Ni II.
The current f -values and the level radiative lifetimes derived from them agree rather well with available experimental measurements. In contrast, there are significant differences with respect to previous calculations by Kurucz and coworkers using semiempirical methods. These differences reach factors of two to four for transitions commonly used in Ni II abundance determinations in the ISM. Thus, previous estimates of nickel depletion in the ISM may be overestimated. The present data is also expected to have important effects on the Ni II opacities.
All radiative data reported here will be included in TOPbase at CDS (Cunto et al. 1993) . These data can also be accessed electronically via Internet by request to the authors.
